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If you know the enemy…you need not fear…a hundred
battles.
- Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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Victory requires overcoming the enemyʼs ʻCenter of
Gravityʼ – its ʻsource of strengthʼ or vulnerability.
- Carl Von Clausewitz, On War

T h e A r t o f L i t i g a t i o n a n d Wa r
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Knowing your enemy and its “Center of Gravity” is as important in litigation as it is T perception. The elected official withstood the potential embarrassment. Meantime
in war. Litigation between businesses typically focuses on dollars gained or lost;
it became apparent that if trial were to actually occur – embarrassing facts may
the bottom line is the center of gravity. With the government as your opponent –
emerge regarding the company itself. These facts raised the possibility of driving
the public perception of the decision maker(s) is the center of gravity. Costs of the
down the companyʼs share price – its center of gravity. The company settled on
litigation itself – including the prospect of losing – are often not a consideration. If
the eve of trial.
the government decision maker believes the public is supportive – the fight may
be well worth fighting – irrespective of costs.
In short, “know your enemy” and its “Center of Gravity” and “you need not fear…a
hundred battles.”
Recently an elected official decided to make a political statement about what he
believed was the high cost of law enforcement pensions. At his urging – the
Thomas Umberg
government sued the deputy sheriffs to roll back their pensions. As predicted by
Tom Umberg has a unique perspective as a seasoned
most legal analysts – the litigation failed at every level. The government paid
trial lawyer who has successfully tried over 100 cases
millions in costs and attorneyʼs fees. The governmentʼs center of gravity was how
to verdict or judgment, combined with extensive
the public perceived the office holderʼs effort. As long as the elected official
championing the cause gained favorable press and accolades in certain circles for
experience in the public sector as a federal criminal
leading the fight – the litigation continued.
prosecutor and California Legislator. Tom is also a
retired Army Colonel, veteran of Afghanistan and
Conversely, where the government sued a publically held company for a breach of
Bronze Star recipient. He was recently selected to
contract – the company immediately sensed the governmentʼs center of gravity
Chair the Justice for Vets – Veterans Treatment Court
was the publicʼs perception of the elected official who was responsible for the
Committee. Contact Tom at 949.679.0052 or
contract. In order to scuttle the litigation, the corporation generated legislative
tumberg@umbergzipser.com.
hearings and press attention to embarrass the responsible agency and its elected

leader. The center of gravity for the elected official was again the publicʼs
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